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Earthquake Carpets 
by Alessandro Mendini for Joseph Carini Carpets 
 
Party Thursday 14th April 2016 from  6.30 p.m.  
During Salone del Mobile 10.30 a.m. - 8.00 p.m. non-stop 

 

On the occasion of the 2016 International Salone del Mobile Fragile presents a sneak preview of a collection 

of rugs born of the partnership of Alessandro Mendini and Joseph Carini, owner and creative director of the 

New York Joseph Carini Carpets Gallery. 

 

Once again Fragile offers  its customers precious furnishings in limited editions, which take on  the value of 

genuine  works of art.  

Thanks to this new partnership between Alessandro Mendini and Joseph Carini, Nepalese weaving 

techniques have been successfully combined with the brilliant colour and formal aesthetic of their designer. 

 

Alessandro Mendini produced four designs in his Milanese Atelier which Joseph Carini then made into four 

series of carpets. Handwoven in Nepal using  ancient techniques,  the work is of   extraordinary quality. They 

come in two sizes (91x152 cm and  182x274 cm) and in three yarns- pure silk, mixed wool and silk. Each 

carpet comes in a limited series of 10 pieces. 

 

As Alessandro Mendini tells us: “The history of these carpets is unique. They were being woven on looms 

when the earthquake hit in Nepal, crushing them under the rubble of the workshop, which was completely 

destroyed. None of the girls were hurt, they went back to work and slowly remade my four carpets which they 

decided to call Earthquake, each one named after villages which were most affected by the disaster:  

Langtang, Rasuwa, Dhading, Gorkha. This small group of women work in a remote place and apply to the 

weave of the carpets a special technique handed down to them by an ancient master craftsman.” 

 

The FRAGILE gallery, also designed by Alessandro Mendini seemed to Joseph Carini Carpets to be the 

most appropriate place to show this collection intended to be seen by   the visitors of the 2016 Fuori Salone, 

the result of a partnership which both are happy to have embarked upon. 

 

Alessandro Mendini has played an important role in the development of modern Italian design and is 

internationally renowned for his mix of ideas drawn   from different cultures and for his ability to push design 

beyond its conventional limits with an extraordinary inventiveness that is often ahead of the times. His 

unmistakeable design style is expressed in brilliant patterns combined with playful colours, which can be 

traced once again in the designs which generated this collection of carpets. 



 

Joseph Carini is the founder and creative director of Joseph Carini Carpets, situated in Tribeca New York. 

Carini is a tireless experimenter of innovative techniques, materials and designs applied to weaving and has 

made a substantial contribution to the establishment of the concept of the “contemporary carpet”. Moreover, 

he is known in the sector for his use of unique vegetal dyes, a tradition he has revived, and for the vibrant 

colours which form  the basis of  his unmistakable design. Joseph Carini was enthusiastic about the 

opportunity he was offered by Michela Bondardo - strategic consultant - to work with Alessandro Mendini. 

This led to a new partnership between the two, whose vision of design appears to be happily harmonious. 

 

FRAGILE - making a name for itself in time as the promoter and originator of events and exhibitions, 

including Franco Albini & Franca Helg (2009); Nothing Less – La forza del Design femminile (2011) and 

Bracciodiferro. Gaetano Pesce – Alessandro Mendini 1971 – 1975 (2013), the gallery affirms its cultural role 

on the Milanese scene as an international showcase of the best of Twentieth Century Design as well as, 

more recently, of the work of contemporary designers such as Claudio Salocchi, Anna Gili, Carla Venosta, 

Alessandro Mendini, Marco Zanuso jr. 

 
 

To download press images: 
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/9i5ljcljihcpooc/AAAEbBjd7jvC1HvxQfQsFDUga?dl=0 
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